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CMA Price Determination for Bristol Water plc  
Submission to the Inquiry Group from Wessex Water Services Ltd 

Introduction to Wessex Water 

1. Wessex Water Services Ltd is the statutory appointed water and/or sewerage
undertaker for a region in the southwest of England that covers large parts of
Wiltshire, Somerset, Dorset as well as the conurbations of Bristol and Bournemouth.
Wessex Water serves 1.3 million customers for water services and 2.7 million
customers for sewerage services.

2. The difference in the size of our appointed areas is explained by the fact that our
sewerage area of appointment includes almost all of the area of Bristol Water plc’s
water area of appointment as well as a large proportion of the area covered by
Sembcorp Bournemouth Water in the south of our region.

3. The parent company of Wessex Water Services Ltd is Wessex Water Ltd.  Wessex
Water Ltd also owns 50% of the share capital of Bristol Wessex Billing Services Ltd
(BWBSL), a joint venture company set-up with Bristol Water to provide retail services
for both Wessex and Bristol Water.

4. While Wessex Water Ltd. has 50% ownership costs are shared on the basis of an
agreed formula that is dependent primarily on the number of billed premises, and due
to its larger size currently WWSL is charged for ~81% of BWBSL’s annual operating
costs and 75% of any capital expenditure required.
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Purpose of this Submission 

5. Where the main parties in this appeal have made an explicit reference to Wessex
Water as evidence in support of their case we are interested to ensure that the inquiry
panel has clarity on Wessex Water’s own understanding of these areas.

6. As a statutory undertaker subject to the same price regulation processes as Bristol
Water we are also interested that these processes and the underlying methodology
act in the interests of water consumers and the environment in the long term.

7. Our submission consists of three parts, in summary these are as follows:

• Bristol Water’s board has accepted the retail household price control –
nevertheless because the CMA is required to make a determination on the
whole price control Bristol Water has expressed concern about the methodology
that underpins the efficiency challenge Ofwat has applied in this element of the
price control.  In their Statement of Case Bristol Water has referenced the
Wessex Water retail household determination as primary evidence of the lack of
robustness in Ofwat’s efficiency challenge. The evidence we provide in this
document clarifies and contextualises the reasons for the apparent
inconsistencies.

• In their Statement of Case Bristol Water has referenced a potential bulk supply
of water from Wessex Water as one solution to their projected supply/demand
deficit.  This document gives details of the bulk supply offers made to Bristol
Water in 2013.

• In their Statement of Case Bristol Water has criticised Ofwat’s approach to
assessing the efficient level of wholesale water supply expenditure and how this
has been translated into price limits.  We share Bristol Water’s concerns about
the appropriateness of the cost assessment methodology used.  We shared
these concerns with Ofwat through the PR14 process and we have therefore
provided this as additional evidence to the panel together with a short
commentary on the extent to which Ofwat addressed our concerns in its final
determination.  While Wessex Water’s Board was able to accept the overall
price limits in the round, given the shortcomings in the modelling approach we
believe the continued use of Ofwat’s cost assessment approach would not be in
consumers’ interests.
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Section 1 - Retail Household Price Control 

8. Ofwat’s price control for household retail allowed costs for each company based on 
the lower of: 

• their own average unit cost to serve (excluding the additional costs of metering) 
for all customers  

• a unit cost based on the mean average of all companies  

9. In the latter case where a company’s costs were higher than the mean Ofwat allowed 
a glide path to the mean unit cost by the fourth year of the price control. 

10. In addition Ofwat then allowed an additional amount for each customer served by a 
meter reflecting the lower of: 

• the company’s additional metering unit cost per customer, 

• a value based on the mean average additional metering cost in the industry  

Again Ofwat allowed a glide path to the average where the former was higher.   

11. In its Statement of Case Bristol Water suggests the large difference between Wessex 
Water’s and Bristol’s metering cost per customer allowance at PR14 FD was evidence 
of weak methodology in  cost allocation and assessing relative efficiency between 
companies. Bristol Water stated “Wessex Water reported its cost as £4.88 compared 
to our cost of £7.57. This difference is surprising as the costs of the joint company are 
expected to be the same for both parent companies” (BW p.518).  Bristol Water 
argued that this has led to an inappropriate efficiency challenge. 

12. Bristol Water’s point is similar to the one we raised with Ofwat in representations on 
our own draft determination - evidence suggests that the lack of cost allocation rules 
for companies to assess the additional costs of metering (for instance whether this 
should be average accounting costs or marginal costs) and perhaps more importantly 
how additional metering costs should be shared between water and sewerage 
services is likely to have caused companies to have taken different approaches and 
for Ofwat’s calculation methodology to have led to inappropriate efficiency challenges 
in some cases.     

13. In the case of Bristol Water and Wessex Water both companies are likely to have 
used the same common data source from BWBSL in their PR14 submissions, but we 
emphasise that both used this data separately to come to the appropriate allowed cost 
for the PR14 submission. 

14. We used an average accounting basis to assess these additional metering costs 
because in our view this was most appropriate given that Ofwat referred to this as the 
“Average” Cost to Serve. 

15. We calculated the average additional cost of supplying an individual metered 
customer to be £7.26, and this is comparable with the Bristol Water value of £7.56.   

16. As Wessex Water supplies both water and sewerage services we needed also to 
calculate the additional cost of metering by service.  The bigger variation is between 
the Wessex single service cost and the Bristol water cost and this is likely to be 
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because of the choices we have made in allocating the additional metering costs to 
the water and sewerage service rather than any underlying difference in efficiency.   

17. The additional cost of billing and account management is driven primarily in our view 
by customer numbers rather than by the number of services billed – a company 
having to bill on a metered basis for a single service would suffer much the same 
additional cost as billing for two services.  So we attributed 100% of the additional 
billing and administration and unit cost to water only customers, sewerage only 
customers and to customers billed for both water and sewerage.   

18. For meter reading however the convention in the industry is that where two different 
companies supply water and sewerage services only one company reads the meter 
and the other bases their bills on the meter reading taken by the other – often a 
charge is made for the meter reading information so companies can reduce the 
additional costs borne by sharing them with the other service provider.  On this basis 
we shared the additional meter reading costs between the services.  The following 
table illustrates this:    

Wessex Water 
additional costs of 
metering 

Assessed Unit-
cost per 
customer 

Water and 
Sewerage (£) 

Water only (£) Sewerage Only (£) 

Billing and Account 
Management £2.48 £2.48 (100%) £2.48 (100%) £2.48 (100%) 

Meter Reading £4.79 £4.79 (100%) £2.39 (50%) £2.39 (50%) 

Additional Cost of 
Metering £7.26 £7.26 £4.87 £4.87 

  

19. To illustrate how these methodological differences may have impacted on Ofwat’s 
efficiency challenges we have calculated each company’s 2013-14 metering cost to 
serve for single and two-service customers using unique customers from Ofwat’s FD 
ACTS model. The table below shows this.  This shows that: 

• The variation in unit costs between companies is significant – the additional 
metering cost to serve for all customers varies between £3.01 and £9.01 with an 
average of £5.86, implying companies may have used different methodologies 
to assess the appropriate cost for metering, and we suspect that some 
companies used marginal cost approaches and others average accounting 
costs. 

• The differences between WaSCs’ additional costs to serve a two service 
customer compared to a single service customer vary between 0% and 176%. 
This also suggests that water and sewerage companies in the absence of 
guidance from Ofwat have used different methodologies to allocate cost to 
single and dual service customers  - for instance some companies (like Wessex) 
appear to have taken account of economies of scope of supplying two services, 
others (like NES) have not, and others (like WSH) have assumed that additional 
costs of metering are driven purely by the presence of the meter itself rather 
than assuming  that the additional costs will vary depending on the number of 
services supplied.  
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2013-14 Average Additional Cost to Serve using unique customers (Source: Ofwat FD ACTS model) 

Company WaSC/WOC 2013-14 additional annual metering cost (£) per customer Weighted 
Increase 
in  cost to 
serve 2 
services 
compared 
to one 

1 service 
(water 
only) 

1 service 
(sewerage 
only) 

2 services 
(water and 
sewerage) 

All 

ANH WASC 2.53 3.15 3.50 3.35 15% 

NES WASC 2.65 2.65 5.31 3.75 100% 

NWT WASC 4.92 1.26 5.31 5.24 54% 

SRN WASC 7.67 4.88 5.63 5.42 10% 

SVT WASC 7.78 0.05 7.79 6.67 176% 

SWT WASC 2.96 - 3.06 3.04 11% 

TMS WASC 8.59 5.18 11.16 9.01 112% 

WSH WASC 8.33 8.32 8.32 8.32 0% 

WSX WASC 4.87 4.87 7.26 6.04 49% 

YKY WASC 5.38 5.85 6.15 6.11 10% 

AFW WOC 8.19 8.19 

BRL WOC 7.57 7.57 

DVW WOC 3.01 3.01 

PRT WOC 4.32 4.32 

SBW WOC 5.39 5.39 

SES WOC 7.93 7.93 

SEW WOC 7.06 7.06 

SSC WOC 5.05 5.05 

Average 5.79 4.07 6.35 5.86 

Range 2.53 to 
8.59 

0.05 to 8.32 3.06 to 
11.16 

3.01 to 9.01 

Standard 
Deviation 
as % of 
Mean 

37% 62% 38% 

** Red boxes signify costs above the mean average where Ofwat has subsequently applied an 
efficiency challenge of a glide path to the average 
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20. While it is true that all companies’ costs are included in one of the average unit cost
assessments the consequence of Ofwat either accepting the lower of the average cost
and the actual cost in each case means that efficient companies will have suffered
inappropriate efficiency challenges purely as a result of cost allocation.

21. Notably Ofwat has assessed that of all companies only Yorkshire Water, Wessex
Water, Bristol Water and Portsmouth Water are sufficiently at the frontier of household
retail efficiency to have been allowed additional cost increases net of productivity
improvements for changes in input prices that are not avoidable up to 2020.  Despite
this three of the four have then had an additional efficiency challenge applied through
the process described above.
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Section 2 - Bristol Water Bulk Supply 

22. Wessex Water supports the development of bulk supplies to help ensure that the 
demand for water across the country can be met from the best sources of water, both 
in terms of environmental impact and in terms of cost effectiveness for the customers 
of both the donor and recipient companies.  Wessex Water has 10 bulk supply imports 
and 6 bulk supply exports and has recently agreed a large two way bulk supply with 
Sembcorp Bournemouth Water to improve the resilience of both companies’ supplies 
in the Poole and Bournemouth areas. 

23. Wessex Water’s Water Resources Management Plan (June 2014) shows (pages 203 
& 204) that the company has a significant surplus of water available for export to 
neighbouring companies over the 25 year planning period.  In Section 9.3.1 of our 
plan we explicitly considered the sensitivity on our supply demand balance of making 
the bulk supply changes that we have discussed with Bristol Water and which are 
summarised below. 

24. With reference to paragraph 265 of Bristol Water’s CMA submission Wessex Water 
made two offers to Bristol Water; the first on the 4 February 2013 and the second on 
30 July 2013.   

25. The 4 February 2013 offer combined two proposed changes to the bulk supply 
arrangements between the two companies. 

• Existing Bristol Water bulk supply to Wessex at Bath.  We proposed reducing 
the annual average contracted volume of this bulk supply from an equivalent of 
11.3 Ml/d to 4.1 Ml/d, a reduction of 7.2 Ml/d in the water that we could take in a 
year from Bristol Water.  No change was proposed to the daily contracted 
volume of 11.3 Ml/d. 

• New Bulk Supply from Bridgwater.  The proposed supply was for 10 Ml/d both 
as a daily and annual average limit, but with an installed capacity of 15 Ml/d in 
case of outages. 

26. The proposed charge for both of these changes was an annual fixed charge of £2.6m 
and a variable charge of £170/Ml.  Compared to the current arrangements between 
the two companies the offer provided Bristol Water with additional annual water 
resources of 17.2 Ml/d.   

27. We note that in their draft and final Water Resources Management Plans Bristol Water 
treated this offer as two separate changes rather than as a combined change at a 
combined cost. 

28. On 30 July 2013 we revised our offer as follows: 

• Reduction in Bath Bulk supply (Bristol to Wessex) from 11.3 Ml/d to 4.4 Ml/d 
(annual average and daily limits), with a reduction in the fixed charge payable by 
Wessex Water from £381k to £132k per annum.  It was also proposed to change 
the variable charge from a rising block tariff (£103/Ml to £279/Ml depending on 
the monthly volume received) to single tariff of £170/Ml.  
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• Tranche 1 of Bridgwater supply (Wessex to Bristol).  The first tranche of water 
supplied by Wessex Water from Bridgwater would match exactly the revised 
quantities and charges for the Bath Bulk supply outlined above, namely 

• 4.4 Ml/d daily and annual average limits 

• £132k per annum fixed cost 

• £170/Ml variable cost 

• Tranche 2 of Bridgwater supply (Wessex to Bristol).  For water above those 
contracted in Tranche 1 the following terms were proposed. 

• 5.6 Ml/d daily and annual average limits 

• £840k per annum fixed cost 

• £170/Ml variable cost 

29. Compared to the current arrangements between the two companies this offer provided 
Bristol Water with additional annual water resources of 16.9 Ml/d.   
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Section 3 - Cost assessment in the wholesale price controls 

30. The water sector currently faces significant challenges of increasing customer
expectations, rising populations, climate change and deteriorating raw water quality.  It
is therefore of great importance that Ofwat’s methods for assessing the appropriate
levels of efficient costs have the confidence and trust of the companies who are
tasked with meeting those challenges.

31. Ofwat published its cost assessment methodology and models for the wholesale
elements of the price control in April 2014 which was after company submissions were
made in December 2013.  Companies were given until 10am on the 3rd June 2014 to
make representations on the cost assessment approach.  We wrote to Ofwat on the
15th April to voice general concerns about the cost assessment methodology in the
context of the wider balance of the price control.  We provide this letter and Ofwat’s
responses received on the 16th April and 2nd June 2014  in appendix 1.

32. Our full response to Ofwat’s cost assessment has been published by Ofwat and we
have provided an extract of this as appendix 2.  The full response remains available at
http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/pricereview/pr14/res_stk201407costassesswsx.pdf

33. Having made our response and after making further representations following our
draft determination Ofwat published its draft and final determinations in August and
December, including some responses to our previous comments.

34. The following table summarises the points we raised about Ofwat’s cost assessment
approach and in cases where these points were addressed by Ofwat what these
responses were.

Issue Raised Key Evidence Ofwat Response 

Takes no account of 
differences in existing 
service levels and delivery of 
outcomes – all companies 
are assumed to deliver a 
homogenous service level to 
both customers and the 
environment in assessing 
efficiency 

Only one explanatory factor 
relates to the level of service 
and/or environmental 
performance achieved and in 
this case worse service leads 
to higher allowed costs 

Ofwat accepted in their draft 
determination that their 
models only capture average 
service quality levels.  There 
were no changes made to 
the modelling approach to 
allow for this. 

Takes limited account of 
future changes in service 
levels 

Proposals to improve the 
level of service outside of the 
modelled costs are required 
to be argued with a “high 
evidential bar”   

Ofwat argued that the time 
trend variables in its 
modelling capture average 
changes in service levels 
over time. 

In its final determination 
Ofwat has allowed 
companies more cost 
exclusions on the basis of 

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/pricereview/pr14/res_stk201407costassesswsx.pdf
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improving service,  – 
nevertheless we believe the 
methodology acts as a 
disincentive for companies to 
propose cost beneficial 
investment to improve 
services to customers given 
the greater chance that this 
will mean its proposals are 
less likely to gain the benefits 
of “enhanced status” and that 
Ofwat’s approach that 
greater efficiency challenges 
are likely to be imposed 

Modelling uncertainty has 
increased since PR09 but 
efficiency challenge has 
increased 

• Volatility of modelled 
efficiency compared 
to PR09 

• Multicollinearity in 
models used to 
forecast forward 
looking costs 

• Use of asymptotic 
point increases 
volatility at the 
extremes  

• Approach based on 5 
year historical cost is 
unlikely to reflect 
differences in timing 
of investment cycles 

• Ofwat rejected our 
claim for additional 
unavoidable 
expenditure caused 
by unique operating 
environment which 
had been accepted in 
previous price 
controls 

Ofwat argued that an 
immediate upper quartile 
efficiency challenge was less 
challenging than a glide path 
to a benchmark at or near 
the frontier.  They also noted 
that the approach was 
consistent with other sectors 
and considered that the 
modelling approach was 
strong enough to support 
this. 

On differences in investment 
timing cycles Ofwat argued 
that its modelling approach 
smoothed capex and that its 
cost exclusion process was 
sufficient to deal with this.  

 

35. We have accepted and made clear to Ofwat throughout the PR14 process that there 
was no perfect way to assess efficient costs, nor was there a perfect set of 
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econometric models that could be used.  Notably our Board has also been able to 
accept the price determination in the round. 

36. Whether it is true or not that the models Ofwat has used are robust it is our view that 
evidence suggests that the overall totex-based cost assessment approach used by 
Ofwat rewards companies that are proposing to spend less rather than those 
proposing to spend efficiently on the right things. 

37. In the context of the wider incentive qualities of the PR14 process there is an incentive 
for companies to avoid proposing cost-beneficial improvements to outcomes for 
customers and the environment. Companies who avoid additional investment: 

o Will be subject to less scrutiny,  

o Will receive a lesser efficiency challenge  

o Are more likely to gain the financial and reputational rewards of enhanced 
status, and 

o Will gain a reputation for efficiency.    

38. Given the challenges faced by the sector of increasing customer expectations, rising 
populations, climate change and deteriorating raw water quality we question whether 
this model of assessing wholesale expenditure moving forward is in the long term 
interest of water consumers.  
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Appendix 1 - Letter from Colin Skellett, chief executive to Sonia Brown, Ofwat 
and responses received from Ofwat on 16 April and 2 June 
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Ms Sonia Brown 
Chief Regulation Officer 
Ofwat 
Centre City Tower 
7 Hill Street 
Birmingham B5 4UA 

Direct line:  01225 526402 
Direct fax:  01225 528009 
Email:  colin.skellett@wessexwater.co.uk 

15 April 2014

Dear Sonia 

I am writing to let you know that, although you have told us that we were close to being 
prequalified as an enhanced company, we have taken the decision to submit further 
evidence to you in June for an August draft determination. 

We understand how your methodology will give better incentives for average and poor 
performing companies to improve performance delivery for customers and the 
environment. We support this aim, however I want to take this opportunity to explain some 
risks we have identified around the application of the PR14 methodology that could lead to 
a less balanced outcome for companies performing at or near the frontier. 

Our view is that the best way to mitigate these risks is to seek an August draft 
determination, allowing us time to submit sufficient evidence to make our case fully and 
ensure our proposals provide the best outcome for our customers.  

Recent engagement 

Our recent engagement with you has allowed us to understand in far more detail the 
approach you are taking to assess the constituent parts of the price control. This has been 
helpful and we welcome Ofwat’s open approach.  

The workshops of the week commencing 7 April were particularly instructive. We have also 
requested and held a series of meetings at a technical level with portfolio leads to discuss 
company specific issues. These meetings have been constructive and forward looking and 
we now have a clearer picture of your expectations and of the way your methodology knits 
together to form a set of incentives for AMP6. 

The PR14 methodology 

The PR14 methodology represents a significant step-change from previous price controls. 
We recognise that it would not be realistic for us to expect that every regulatory 
mechanism and approach will treat every company fairly. Some may serve to benefit an 
individual company, some may disadvantage a particular company, but we would expect 
on balance the methodology as a whole to treat all companies reasonably fairly. I am sure 
that this is also your intention.  
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We are concerned that for PR14 there is a danger that the additive effects of each of your 
proposed mechanisms will tend to act against the interests of companies that: 

• are already efficient
• have a long history of delivering high levels of customer and environmental service
• have consistently invested to ensure the long term sustainability of service provision

and
• want to push the frontier forward in future.

This is a risk I want to draw to your attention now rather than later in the PR14 process. I 
attach some high-level examples covering retail, wholesale cost assessment and ODIs. 
We will include positive proposals to address these in our resubmission.  

To be clear, in and of themselves none of these mechanisms would serve to imbalance the 
price control to such an extent that it would invalidate it. However, when taking retail, 
wholesale cost assessment and ODIs together there is a danger that companies who have 
performed relatively poorly in the past have greater opportunities to outperform than those 
companies already at the frontier. The incentives for frontier companies to push the frontier 
forward meanwhile are potentially much reduced.  

We recognise that there are opportunities when each of these mechanisms is actually 
applied to mitigate this effect – for instance when company proposals for ODIs are 
assessed and when applications for certain costs to be treated differently in cost 
assessments are made. 

We are concerned however that each team within Ofwat will make its decisions with the 
best intentions but in isolation from the wider picture. The result could be an imbalanced 
control for the best performing companies. 

Moving forward 

The issues outlined above have been at the forefront of our mind when making our 
decision to seek an August determination.  

We continue to take full ownership of our plan and it is now our job to provide you sufficient 
evidence and assurance around our performance commitments and incentive package.  

Similarly we will provide you sufficient evidence to show how some of the specific 
characteristics of Wessex Water and our future investment programme warrant some 
additional allowance in your assessment of costs.  

We want to make sure we give you all the information needed to make an informed 
decision in these areas. 

I hope this is helpful and as ever, we would be happy to discuss further. 

Very best wishes. 

Colin Skellett 
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High-level Examples of PR14 Mechanisms 

Wholesale Cost Assessment 

Future wholesale cost assessment is based primarily on an assessment of historical costs 
and assumes that all companies are equal in terms of current service delivery - so it gives 
equal weighting in assessing an efficient future cost to company A that spends £100m 
efficiently and performs for example at the top end of the EA’s environmental performance 
indicators to company B that is exactly the same in all respects as but spends £100m 
inefficiently and consistently performs at the bottom of the assessment. 

Taking this mechanism in isolation each company is then “funded” £100m less an 
efficiency challenge moving forwards - company B may choose to up its game and get as 
efficient as company A and return more money to investors. It may instead use this 
efficiency to improve services, but more likely it will continue to deliver what it does now.  

If company A is already more efficient, its options are more limited. However if it wants to 
earn more return for investors it could reduce (or take more risk) on its level of service or 
get even more efficient. Taken in isolation the easiest approach for management would be 
the former. 

Taking another example, company A has invested wisely and has maintained the 
serviceability of its asset base – but its spend moving forward is being calculated in 
comparison to company B’s historical spend on the assumption that this was equally 
effective. Meanwhile Ofwat may separately determine that company B’s spend was either 
not enough or not effective enough to maintain the serviceability of its assets.  

The result is an underestimation of the true scale of the efficiency challenge for frontier 
companies because the efficiency targets and baselines are divorced from both the 
effectiveness of each company’s expenditure and the levels of service that this expenditure 
delivers. 

Outcome Delivery Incentives 

Given that cost assessment does not take into account the levels of service currently 
provided by companies one might expect that for consistency the assessment of ODI 
targets, rewards and penalties would take as its starting point that the levels of service 
provided by companies should be equal.  

You have made it clear however that: 

• all companies should be expecting that they have the opportunity to earn financial
rewards if they over-deliver

• there is an expectation that rewards will be earned only if performance is above any
level of performance that has been seen historically within that company

• there is little or no account taken of whether existing performance is frontier
compared to industry norms when assessing rewards and penalties

• companies could expect to be penalised for performance dropping below the target
level even if this remains upper quartile performance.
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For frontier companies such as company A additional rewards can only be achieved if it 
pushes the frontier forward over and above where its current planning assumptions and 
consultation with customers showed was deliverable and affordable.  

Notably company B can achieve the same outcome in terms of reward/cost trade-off by 
continuing to deliver a level of service that remains below that of company A. The 
opportunity to earn rewards for improving service for company B may change the 
economic balance of a company’s decision about improving service compared to returning 
money to investors while delivering the same level of service. We think this is a laudable 
improvement in incentives for a mid-table company and we support this, however the 
incentive properties for the company already at the efficiency and service frontier are now 
far less balanced.  

The efficient company that is already delivering for customers and the environment may 
seek to earn rewards through efficiency combined with service improvements, however to 
do so will simply increase the risk that it is penalised at a future price control. More likely it 
will aim to stick where it is – there is a danger that the service frontier will stall. 

As it currently stands our understanding of the way cost assessment and ODIs will be 
applied in combination may significantly reduce the opportunity for us to outperform 
compared to other companies with lower levels of current performance. Meanwhile our 
incentives to push the frontier of service performance forward are reduced because by 
doing so we increase our risk of future penalties.  

Retail Cost Assessment 

We engaged with you through the consultation on your methodology about the potential for 
inappropriate incentives for companies like company A at the efficiency frontier on retail 
compared to companies like company B who are content to be averagely efficient. To 
recap these points: 

• company A and B will be funded at their current cost, however company A will have
already delivered the easier efficiencies that company B has not – company B is
therefore more likely to outperform the determination than company A

• company A has probably sweated assets more efficiently than company B –
therefore its depreciation charges are less likely to be sufficient to fund future
improvements in retail services and may need to propose additional funding for this
– you have been clear that Retail investment has a “higher bar” of acceptance than
wholesale investment leaving the efficient company A having to justify itself to a
greater extent compared to the average company

• company B will receive greater funding through the calculation of the net margin
than company A – it will in effect receive a margin on its relative inefficiency. This is
magnified in the non-household control when inefficient company B not only
receives funding at its full inefficient cost but a margin on this as well.
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Colin Skellett 
Chief Executive 
Wessex Water 
Claverton Down 
Bath 
BA2 7VVW 

16 April 2014 

Dear Colin 

Thank you very much for your letter.  It is really helpful to understand when you are 
planning to resubmit your business plan to us as this helps with our planning. 

There are a number of points in your letter that I felt it was important to respond to 
quickly to make sure that there was no ambiguity between us. 

I have explained on a number of occasions that it was difficult to consider Wessex 
Water for pre-qualification because of the distance between your plan and our risk 
based review initial cost thresholds – particularly relating to waste water where the 
‘gap’ is estimated to be 10%. I have explained that there were a number of aspects 
of your plan which were innovative and best in class particularly the research that 
you undertook around affordability. I also explained that if the wholesale cost issue 
had not existed there would have been a conversation with our Board about the 
remaining risks that our review identified (for example around outcome commitments 
and the adjustment you sought to ACTS) and whether we felt that allowing you to 
overcome these through prequalification actions would be consistent or not with the 
idea set out in the July final methodology of a high quality business plan gaining 
enhanced status. 

In your letter you describe our methodology as wanting to give incentives for average 
or poor companies to improve. This was never the intention of our methodology – 
instead it was quite simply to try to achieve the best possible outcome for 
customers. 

Our internal methodology was not designed in any way to disadvantage frontier 
companies. Instead I think the review has revealed important information for the 
sector about where different companies sit relative to different frontiers – for example 
wholesale costs (where we can see that some companies’ costs on water are more 
efficient than waste water or vice versa), ACTS, outcome performance commitments 
and so on. We consider that the internal methodology was designed to deliver a fair 
outcome for all companies. It exposed all companies’ plans to the same tests, the 
results of these tests were debated across companies and then at the whole 
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16 April 2014 
Page 2 

company level – and finally allowed the Ofwat Board to take informed decisions on 
the basis of this analysis. 

I will look closely at the examples that you have provided around wholesale costs, 
outcomes and retail. If there are any lessons to learn for the forward looking process 
we are of course open to these. 

Thank you again for the letter and the commitment to positive future engagement. 
We really appreciate this and hope to be able to bring PR14 to a successful 
conclusion for all of our stakeholders. 

Yours sincerely 

Sonia Brown 
Chief Regulation Officer 
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Colin Skellett 
Chief Executive 
Wessex Water 
Claverton Down 
Bath 
BA2 7WW 

2 June 2014 

Dear Colin 

I am looking forward to meeting later this month. 

Ahead of that meeting I thought it would be helpful to share with you the outcome of 
our work looking at the examples that you provided in your letter dated 15 April 2014. 
In that letter you highlighted risks around the application of the PR14 methodology 
that you were concerned could lead to a less balanced outcome for companies 
performing at or near the frontier. 

As I explained in my reply on 16 April 2014 our methodology for the risk based 
review was designed to protect customers interests (and get the best possible 
outcome for customers) whilst ensuring that the assessment was fair between the 
different companies. We continue to consider that it met these objectives. 

We did however want to look closely at the examples you provided in the annex to 
your letter to enable us to identify any lessons to take forward. We have now carried 
out this review, and I am happy to share the outcome of this with you. This is set out 
in the appendix to this letter. 

We remain open to an ongoing dialogue on your settlement for PR14 and I know that 
there have now been a number of working level meetings between our teams. The 
risk based review was designed to shine a light on behalf of customers on areas 
where we felt that companies either needed to challenge themselves harder – or 
alternatively provide more evidence to support their plans and proposals.  As we 
proceed towards draft determinations there will of course be further opportunities to 
make representations on any issue that causes ongoing concern to Wessex Water in 
response to your draft determination. We will give appropriate consideration to any 
such further representations from Wessex Water when arriving at our final 
determinations. 

…
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Thank you again for raising your concerns with us at this stage and we really 
welcome your commitment to positive engagement. 

Yours sincerely 

Sonia Brown 
Chief Regulation Officer 
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Appendix 

This Appendix sets out Ofwat’s response to the issues raised in “High-level 
Examples of PR14 Mechanisms” which was enclosed with Colin Skellet’s letter of 15 
April 2014 to Sonia Brown. 

Wholesale cost assessment 

Our wholesale cost models do not assume that all companies are equal in terms of 
service delivery. We tested quality of service variables in our econometric models 
and in general we found that that quality of service variables did not prove to be 
statistically significant explanations of the differences in costs between companies. 

As you are aware, you have opportunities to make representations on wholesale 
costs and to explain and evidence why their particular circumstances might warrant 
extra cost allowances over and above those that might derive from the industry wide 
benchmarking of costs. We have invited you to make any formal representations on 
the underlying models for assessment of wholesale costs by 10 am on 3 June 2014. 
In addition, companies are able to put forward ODI rewards to reflect exceptional 
levels of service performance and we invite you to consider this for your submission 
in June. 

It is our view that companies that have had problems with serviceability are not 
necessarily low cost. This may reflect the relatively high costs of urgent work and 
corrective actions, rather than the lower costs of a careful and measured approach to 
optimising asset performance over time. The cost models typically use data from 
periods of at least 5 years in length and so include the costs associated with 
remedying difficulties with serviceability. On this basis there should be no systematic 
bias against companies that take proper account of whole life costing and are 
efficient over the longer term. 

Outcome delivery incentives (ODIs) 

We consider that ODIs should be considered in combination with performance 
commitments. 

As part of our tests of value for money and appropriateness of incentive types we 
expect each company to provide evidence that demonstrates a level of stretch in its 
performance commitments. This, combined with customer preferences, is at the 
heart of our assessments of these two criteria. 

Where a company cannot demonstrate this we may determine that it has not 
provided sufficient evidence to justify value for money or that an ODI reward would 
be appropriate in this situation. 

On the other hand, where a company is demonstrating stretch and that it is 
performing at, or near, the industry frontier then we do believe the presence of 
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rewards are appropriate to help balance risk and reward associated with delivering 
these PCs. 

Additionally, we believe that the presence of financial incentives to ensure all 
companies continue to deliver levels of service are appropriate, regardless of relative 
performance. 

Retail cost assessment 

In all price reviews we have set some kind of relative efficiency incentive. In 
wholesale costs this has generally been done at upper quartile or using an industry 
benchmark approach but we chose an average level of efficiency for retail at this 
price review. This is because (i) the retail data is a relatively new dataset and so we 
considered it was inappropriate to go straight to the frontier and (ii) there is no 
automatic linkage to RPI in the retail control. 

You suggest that an averagely efficient company is more likely to outperform a price 
determination than a company at the efficiency frontier as the company at the frontier 
will have driven out the easier efficiencies. However it is our view that there are still 
opportunities for efficient companies to outperform through frontier shift. We also 
consider that a company at the efficiency frontier will have enjoyed the 
outperformance on these efficiencies already, albeit in a different price review period. 
It would not seem reasonable that customers should pay for such efficiencies twice. 

In respect of our assessment of costs in the risk based review and for the Draft 
Determinations, we can confirm: 

• the materiality assessment for consideration of new costs and average cost to
serve (ACTS) adjustments is the same threshold for each company, set as a
proportion of the company’s total costs of household retail activities over the
period 2015-20;

• the process for assessing new investment is very similar to the approach
adopted for other areas of cost; and

• the same process is applied to all companies so one would not be treated
worse than another.

We acknowledge that costs incurred in a single year may not be representative of 
each company’s expenditure due to different stages in the investment cycle and 
differences in accounting treatment. 

It is for each company to make a robust, evidence based, representation in its 
business plan in respect of new costs, including new retail investments. We expect 
companies including new retail expenditure in their business plans to demonstrate 
that there is a need for such expenditure, that it is not already covered in our ACTS 
assessment, that the proposed investment is cost beneficial and efficient and that 
customers will be protected in the event of under-delivery. Where such evidence is 
provided, our methodology avoids penalising companies from carrying out such 
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investment just because they are at a different point in the investment cycle 
as assumed through the ACTS calculation. 

In addition, it is not necessarily the case that efficient companies have lower 
depreciation because they sweat their assets. It is possible that inefficient 
companies could have lower depreciation because they have invested less in IT 
or customer billing systems, which may be one of the reasons they are inefficient. 

In respect of your comments on the retail margin, companies with higher wholesale 
costs will get a greater margin in monetary terms; this is a consequence of a 
‘margin on sales approach’ by virtue of the form of control that we are setting. 

In terms of retail costs within household retail, the decision to allow companies 
the lesser of ACTS and their current costs (subject to adjustment in exceptional 
circumstances) was set out in the our methodology statement following industry 
consultation. 

Retail costs within the non-household retail control have not been subjected to an 
efficiency challenge (for companies operating wholly or mainly in England) 
because of the opening of the market to competition in 2017. As such, efficient 
companies should see opportunities and companies which have inefficient retail 
costs will be more vulnerable to competition post market opening. 

Wholesale charges make up the majority of the costs on which the margin will be 
earned. The largest element of wholesale costs is related to totex, where there is 
an efficiency challenge in place. As such, a company with efficiency below the 
upper quartile will not recover all of its costs, while a highly efficient company will 
get more than its costs. 

The return on RCV is also a key driver of wholesale revenues. But to the extent 
that the differences in RCV drive differences in the margin in monetary terms, we 
do not consider it is necessarily the case that the averagely efficient company has 
a significant amount of inefficiently incurred expenditure embedded in its RCV. 
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Appendix 2 - Extract from Wessex Water’s representation to Ofwat on 
Wholesale Cost Assessment, 2 June 2014 
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Cost Assessment and Performance in Service Delivery 

Our key concern with the cost assessment approach used by Ofwat is that it does 
not take proper account of existing levels of service and performance and only 
limited account of future cost beneficial improvements to services.   

Historical expenditure is by and large assumed to provide a homogenous level of 
service across companies, and to have been equally effective in delivering the 
required outcomes.  This is not supported by the evidence and, as a company with 
consistently high levels of service and delivery on its obligations, has acted to our 
disadvantage when these models are projected forwards to assess future 
expenditure needs. 

We provided evidence on our comparatively high levels of service to customers and 
the environment throughout our December submission. 

Figure 1:  Company KPIs in 2012-131 
Company WSX ANG WSH NTH STR SWT SW TMS YKS UU 

Green KPIs 14 12 11 12 10 11 10 11 10 11 

Amber KPIs 1 3 4 2 4 1 2 4 5 3 

Red KPIs 0 0 0 1 1 3 3 0 0 1 

Similarly Ofwat’s assessment of historical costs assumes that all expenditure has 
been equally effective in delivering the required outputs -  but a number of 
companies suffered a shortfalling serviceability penalty at PR09 and we understand 
further penalties will be applied at PR14.  The clear implication is that companies 
have either not been expending enough to maintain their asset bases or that their 
expenditure has been ineffectual and inefficient. 

Taken together this would suggest that models that project forward looking costs 
based on historical levels of expenditure would act to disadvantage a company 
such as Wessex Water.   

Mitigations of this could be a combination of: 

• Allowing levels of service to drop to the average with no penalty applied

• ODI incentives which provide additional rewards to companies that already
operate at the service frontier if they continue to deliver those same levels of
service

• a reduction in the assumed upper quartile totex efficiency challenge

• Allowing for cost exclusions where proposals are cost beneficial.

1 Ofwat (2013) “Companies performance 2012-13” 
http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/regulating/reporting/prs_web2012-13performance 

http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/regulating/reporting/prs_web2012-13performance
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While the first two of these have theoretical merit they would not correspond with 
our customer research on the appropriate trajectory for service levels – moreover 
“rewarding” companies for existing levels of service is unlikely to be supported by 
customers and their representatives. Hence our revised performance commitments 
will only reward us where we exceed our previous historical best performance levels 
and/or where the performance is industry leading.  

We therefore propose that a combination of the final two measures is used to 
reassess the cost thresholds and this document provides evidence to support the 
use of these approaches. 

We explained our concerns in a letter to Ofwat in May.  Ofwat responded in a letter 
which we received 2nd June 2014 in which it argued that its approach did not 
assume all companies are equal in service delivery. 

We note that in Ofwat’s models, where explanatory factors are related to service, a 
higher level of service will tend to lead to a lower assessed efficient cost. 

Overall we remain unconvinced by the arguments Ofwat has made and will 
therefore continue to engage on this subject.   

Modelling uncertainty 

It is apparent that the new modelling approaches used by Ofwat have increased the 
quantum of uncertainty around the results of the cost assessment, not least 
because the previous, more separated approaches used had matured over time 
and had been subjected to considerable challenge by stakeholders.    

In addition: 

• The models tend to use several variables: while this may reduce the risk of
missing important variables, it increases the risk of multicollinearity. This
makes the coefficients less meaningful and might be problematic when
making forecasts.

• Triangulation of different models does not necessarily increase the robustness
or accuracy of results. In fact, in some cases it may even reduce it. The same
applies to averaging different unit cost estimates.

• The use of the COLS approach as one of the estimation techniques makes
the efficiency frontier largely arbitrary. RE is generally more appropriate when
considering panel datasets.

• Inclusion of input variables such as mains length could lead to perverse
efficiency incentives. For example, a company laying more mains would
become more efficient just for doing so.

• The approach to un-modelled costs implicitly assumes that all companies
have a constant proportion of modelled to un-modelled costs which may not
be the case.
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• Using these models to estimate values near an asymptotic point can lead to
extreme sensitivity in certain variables. In our case the abstraction from
surface water sources. To ensure the model works a value arbitrarily close to
zero has to be modelled, but this choice could have a large impact. 0.001 is
used, but reducing this to 0.00001 would reduce the overall totex by c£15m.

• Totex modelling which seeks to explain costs over a future five year period
through exogenous factors and a relatively short period of historical
expenditure will be unlikely to be able to reflect differences in timing of
investment cycles in a long-term industry.

Evidence of the impact of this modelling uncertainty is apparent when considering 
the implications of the modelling on comparative efficiency.  

Figure 2:  Implied Water Supply Efficiency Assessments 

Water PR09 Opex PR09 Capex PR14 Totex 

Anglian 1st Quartile 1st Quartile 2nd Quartile 

Dwr Cymru 4th Quartile 3rd Quartile 4th Quartile 

Northumbrian 2nd Quartile 1st Quartile 2nd Quartile 

Severn Trent 2nd Quartile 2nd Quartile 1st Quartile 

South West 4th Quartile 3rd Quartile 1st Quartile 

Southern 1st Quartile 2nd Quartile 4th Quartile 

Thames 2nd Quartile 3rd Quartile 3rd Quartile 

UU 2nd Quartile 1st Quartile 4th Quartile 

Wessex 2nd Quartile 1st Quartile 3rd Quartile 

Yorkshire 1st Quartile 1st Quartile 2nd Quartile 

While it is to be expected that comparative efficiency will change over time, the 
scale of adjustments in the last five years appear unusual. 

• previously top performing companies such as UU and Southern are now
deemed to be amongst the least efficient

• South West, previously judged as one of the least efficient is now judged to be
amongst the leading companies.
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• WaSCs efficiency appears to have systematically reduced compared to
WoCs.

We note that the sewerage efficiency results show less volatility compared to water 
– this may be because the modelling approach was different for sewerage as totex
methods were replaced with bottom-up cost modelling approaches which were 
similar to those used at PR09. 

We recognise that Ofwat is unlikely to change its approach to the modelling at this 
stage and we accept that with any advanced econometric models there will be 
shortcomings. 

However, while there is arguably greater uncertainty around the cost modelling 
approach the net allowances for this uncertainty appear reduced, in particular: 

• a median efficiency target for capex at PR09 has been replaced by an
immediate upper quartile target at PR14

• a scaled catch-up efficiency challenge on opex has been replaced by an
immediate upper quartile challenge.

• none of our special factors have been accepted – and one that was agreed as
valid at previous price controls has now been rejected even though the factor
remains.

On balance the evidence shows that there is good reason for Ofwat to apply: 

• more caution when estimating and applying its upper quartile efficiency
assessment

• greater discretion when assessing the application of special factors and cost
exclusions.

For the former we consider the best way to adjust for uncertainty would be to apply 
the upper quartile efficiency challenge over the period up to the end of the price 
control rather than immediately - that is for the six financial years up to 2020. 

For the latter the remainder of this document provides detailed evidence supporting 
the case for making these adjustments.  
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